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TajemstvíThe SecretSimon and Schuster
Unikátní a přitom jednoduchý návod, jak hospodařit se svým časem a životem a najít cestu, která vás uspokojí. Tato kniha je právě pro vás, pokud se ráno probudíte a jste unavení a apatičtí. Pokud vám život nepřináší to, co byste chtěli. Pokud si říkáte, že musí být
nějaká lepší cesta. Pokud máte pocit, že čas i život jen tak běží kolem vás. Pokud vás vaše práce nudí. Pokud nemáte vztah, který by za něco stál. Pokud se vám nelíbí to, co se z vás stalo. Pokud toužíte po štěstí a naplnění. Pokud toužíte po tom, aby se ve vašem životě
konečně stala nějaká pozitiní změna. Dobrá zpráva je, že toho můžete dosáhnout.Autorka je profesionální životní trenérka a úspěšně pomohla nespočetnému zástupu svých klientů, aby "konečně se sebou začali něco dělat". Nikdo neříká, že dosáhnout života svých snů
je jednoduché. Tato kniha však přináší jedinečný návod, který se na rozdíl od podobných knih neodvolává na nutnost spojení s vyššími bytostmi nebo na náročná cvičení. Stačí dodržet jednoduché rady a vzít svůj život do vlastních rukou.
Wealth Beyond Reason was written for those who have a strong desire for Prosperity, and want it to come quickly and naturally. By taking a scientific approach to explaining the sometimes metaphysically-categorized "Law of Attraction", anyone of any background
can claim the Life they truly want to live, without limitations of any kind. Created with skeptics in mind, this book gives you a full understanding of nature's most prevalent physical law, and shows you precisely how to purposefully utilize it in the you were intended:
To create 100% of your Life experience, exactly as you most passionately desire!
The beloved spiritual teacher builds on the message of his enduring New York Times and international bestseller The Four Agreements with this profound guide that takes us deeper into the tradition of Toltec wisdom, helping us find and use the hidden power within
us to achieve our fullest lives. In The Four Agreements, Don Miguel Ruiz introduced seekers on the path to enlightenment to the tenets of Mesoamerican spiritual culture—the ancient Toltec. Now, he takes us deeper into Native American practice, and asks us to
consider essential questions that drive our lives and govern our spiritual power. Three eternal questions can help us into our power and use it judiciously: Who am I? What is real? How do I express love? At each stage in our lives, we must ask these simple yet deeply
profound questions. Finding the answers will open the door to the next stage in our development, and eventually lead us to our complete, truest selves. But as Don Miguel Ruiz makes clear, we suffer if we do not ask these questions—or if we fail to pay attention to
their answers—because we either never act on our power or use it destructively. Only when power is anchored in our identity and in reality will it be able to be in synch with the universe—and be of true benefit to ourselves and to others. The three questions provide
a practical framework that allows readers to engage with Ruiz’s transformative message and act as a vehicle for overcoming fear and anxiety and discovering peace of mind. An essential guide for all travelers pursuing self-knowledge, understanding, and acceptance,
The Three Questions is the next step in our unique spiritual metamorphosis.
Hero
The Three Questions
The Passion Test
More Stories to Open the Heart and Rekindle the Spirit
Awareness
Wealth Beyond Reason
Tools of Titans

Reveals ten secrets about the forces of radiation and attraction at work in all people that guides readers toward a new level of consciousness and helps them attract only partners they desire.
Exposes the downside of America's penchant for positive thinking, which the author believes leads to self-blame and a preoccupation with stamping out "negative" thoughts on a personal level, and, on a national level, has brought on economic disaster.
FROM ZERO TO HERO . . . YOUR SECRET MAP TO A RICH LIFE What is your true calling and why aren't you already living it? Imagine if there was a map that showed you step by step how to get from where you are now to your true calling and the life you were born to
live - the most brilliant, rich, fulfilling, and dazzling life you could ever dream of. You are holding in your hands such a map. HERO is the map for your life. By following the journeys of twelve of the most successful people on the planet today, you'll learn how to use your inner powers
to overcome obstacles and to make impossible dreams come true. You'll be inspired to find your own calling and start taking the steps toward making the life of your dreams an everyday reality. Be the hero you are meant to be.
Do you want more free book summaries like this? Download our app for free at https://www.QuickRead.com/App and get access to hundreds of free book and audiobook summaries. If you’ve ever looked at someone else and wondered, “What’s their secret to success?” this
book is the key to discovering that secret for yourself. Dedicated to exploring the questions that drive (and torment) human existence, The Secret (2006) explores such topics as, “What’s the secret to success?”, “What’s the meaning of life?”, and “How can I become my best
self?” By laying out Rhonda Byrne’s theory of the forces that guide the universe and how to discover your place within it, The Secret provides readers with a practical toolkit for taking control of their future, unlocking your optimum state of happiness, and discovering your full
potential.
The Meta Secret
Voices of Communist Albania
The Secret to Teen Power
Why Men Lie and Women Cry
Tajemství
The People Look Like Flowers At Last
Bambert's Book of Missing Stories
ONE DAY, MR. Bambert, a sweet but shy man, decides to send 11 stories out into the world. He attaches them to little hot-air balloons and lets them go on windy nights with a letter asking that whoever finds them send them back. Wherever the stories are returned from is where they will be set. The 11th story is
blank—Bambert hopes it will write itself. Slowly the stories come back, with postmarks from all over the world, including one from the past. All that’s left is the last one, the one that has to write itself. . . . In this magical little story with a twist, the power of kindness, stories, and hope is woven together to create a soulwarming, poignant tale that readers will want to read again and again. Praise for Dreaming in Black and White: “A short, quiet, yet memorable, novel that challenges its audience with questions worth asking.”—Booklist
The tenth-anniversary edition of the book that changed lives in profound ways, now with a new foreword and afterword. In 2006, a groundbreaking feature-length film revealed the great mystery of the universe—The Secret—and, later that year, Rhonda Byrne followed with a book that became a worldwide bestseller.
Fragments of a Great Secret have been found in the oral traditions, in literature, in religions and philosophies throughout the centuries. For the first time, all the pieces of The Secret come together in an incredible revelation that will be life-transforming for all who experience it. In this book, you’ll learn how to use The
Secret in every aspect of your life—money, health, relationships, happiness, and in every interaction you have in the world. You’ll begin to understand the hidden, untapped power that’s within you, and this revelation can bring joy to every aspect of your life. The Secret contains wisdom from modern-day
teachers—men and women who have used it to achieve health, wealth, and happiness. By applying the knowledge of The Secret, they bring to light compelling stories of eradicating disease, acquiring massive wealth, overcoming obstacles, and achieving what many would regard as impossible.
The Parables of Kryon, by Lee Carroll, is a book of parables, filled with penetrating insights. As soon as you read one of these wonderful stories, you will be hooked as you recognize yourself, and your own situations in the parable.
Víte, kdo jsou prudi i? Zajisté jich také pár znáte. Jedná se o lidi, kter m není nikdy nic dost dobré, tráva je p íli zelená a káva p íli horká nebo studená. Jsou to chroni tí stě ovatelé, kte í svojí patnou náladou bohu el dokonale zaplavují i své okolí. Autor
vám poradí, jak si takové lidi nepou tět k tělu. Na p íkladu mnoha asto velice humorn ch historek vám prozradí, e sv j ivot m
ete perfektně kormidlovat sami za sebe, ani byste museli slepě poslouchat někoho jiného. Poradí vám také, jak mi lidmi se máte obklopovat a
kdo vás m
e nejvíc inspirovat a posouvat dál. A e se vám v ivotě v dycky neda ilo? e jste párkrát spadli na hubu“? I ivotní prohry a p eká ky, nemoci a rodinná ne těstí jsou va í nedílnou sou ástí. A světe, div se – mohou dokonce p ispět k va emu
budoucímu úspěchu a
astnému ití. Dozvíte se několik konkrétních tip , jak ít svobodně a nezávisle, a p itom nezapomínat na druhé. Nau íte se, jak vyu ít ka dé ance, nebát se rizik a jak b t zárove obohacením pro své okolí. P ijdete na to, jak si osvojit
umění b t vdě n . To je cesta, na kterou vás navede Tobias Beck, jeden z nejúspě něj ích motiva ních e ník v Evropě.
All this and Moonlight
Beyond The Secret
The Secret Daily Teachings
Dosáhněte sv ch sn a bu te sami sebou
with audio recording
A Tale of Transformation
The Power of Henry's Imagination (The Secret)
Burned out defense attorney Joe Dillard, against his better judgment, takes the case of Angel Christian, a waitress in a strip club, who is accused of stabbing a preacher to death in a Tennessee motel--a case that is linked to his own deeply troubled sister and a
vindictive detective. Original.
This book explains the Seven Hermetic Laws, the Law of Corrospondence, the Law of Mentalism, the law of Polarity, the Law of Cause and Effect, the Law of Gender, the Law of Vibration, and the Law of Rhythm and how they combine in different degrees to
create the Law of Attraction.
A boy learns the secret to locating his missing stuffed bunny in this picture book about the extraordinary power of imagination, from the team behind the phenomenally bestselling The Secret. When Henry’s beloved stuffed rabbit, Raspberry, goes missing, he
enlists his whole family to help him search for the missing toy. But Raspberry can’t be found. Then Henry’s grandfather suggests that Henry use his imagination to find his rabbit. Will the power of Henry’s imagination bring Raspberry back? Or is Raspberry
gone for good? Depicting the love of a boy for his toy and the power of friendship, The Power of Henry’s Imagination is sure to become an instant classic.
the gas line is leaking, the bird is gone from the cage, the skyline is dotted with vultures; Benny finally got off the stuff and Betty now has a job as a waitress; and the chimney sweep was quite delicate as he giggled up through the soot. I walked miles through
the city and recognized nothing as a giant claw ate at my stomach while the inside of my head felt airy as if I was about to go mad. it’s not so much that nothing means anything but more that it keeps meaning nothing, there’s no release, just gurus and selfappointed gods and hucksters. the more people say, the less there is to say. even the best books are dry sawdust. —from "fingernails; nostrils; shoelaces"
An Innocent Client
Mud Sweeter Than Honey
Jak se nenechat dusit negativitou druhých a žít život snů
The Secret Gratitude Book
The Secret to Love, Health, and Money
The Secret by Rhonda Byrne (Summary)
The Laws of Spirit

A practical guide to unlocking the powers of our DNA to manifest health, wealth, and happiness • Shows how our DNA communicates with those around us and attracts resonant energy--whether positive or negative--to us • Reveals groundbreaking scientific research on the influence of DNA on photons
as well as the interactions between DNA and emotions • Provides practical exercises to remove negative influences, build positive visualizations of your desires, and accelerate the manifestation of your wishes Taking the law of attraction to an entirely new level, Pierre Franckh reveals how human DNA
has a direct effect on the physical world around us--an effect we can consciously focus to manifest our desires. Sharing groundbreaking experiments on the influence of DNA on photons and on the interactions between emotions and DNA, Franckh explains how our thoughts, emotions, and beliefs, whether
positive or negative, build a field of resonance around us. Through this quantum field our DNA is continuously communicating our unique vibration to those around us and receiving their unique oscillations in return. By focusing our intentions and removing negativity from our beliefs about ourselves,
our past, and our future, we can use our DNA to communicate our thoughts and desires to the universe. Through focused thoughts and intentions we draw the same resonant energy to us, thus bringing our intentions and desires into manifestation. The author shares success stories from the thousands who
have taken his seminars and were then able to attract a soul mate, heal themselves or loved ones, or build wealth, sometimes remarkably quickly. He also describes how he discovered the law of resonance through his own self-healing from a degenerative spinal condition. Franckh provides practical
exercises to remove inner and outer negative influences that could be blocking your desires, build a positive visualization of your goals, and increase the power of your field of resonance for quicker manifestation. In this inspiring guide to the law of resonance, the author shows how the power to manifest
health, wealth, and happiness is within each of us, waiting to be unlocked within our DNA.
It's 1954 and nine-year-old Mira's life is about to change forever. After a typhoid outbreak rages through her town, robbing her of her parents and siblings, the orphaned child is forced to live with her mysterious, depressive Aunt Hana, a figure both frightening and fragile. Gradually, Mira uncovers the
secrets of their troubled family history and begins to understand why her aunt is so incapable of trusting herself and the world around her. Deftly weaving two separate timelines, the harrowing reasons behind Hana's reclusive way of life, the guilt she wears as palpably as a cloak, and the tattoo on her
wrist, are revealed to Mira. Alena Mornstajnová's gripping novel, which is based on real events, has won numerous awards and been translated into over a dozen languages across the world.
The best-selling author and producer of The Secret offers inspiring quotes and affirmations to encourage personal journaling and reflection on gratitude and abundance, equipping individuals with a powerful tool to transform their lives and experience more joy. 500,000 first printing. $250,000 ad/promo.
Based on a best-selling documentary film of the same name, this books presents the “Law of Attraction,” which, according to the tagline, “has traveled through centuries to reach you.” By synthesizing “how to get rich” ideas from classic self-help books by Wallace D. Wattles (The Science of Getting
Rich), Napoleon Hill (Think and Grow Rich!), and Charles Haanel (The Master Key System) with twenty-five modern-day self-improvement gurus like Jack Canfield, Bob Proctor, Michael Bernard Beckwith, James Ray, Lisa Nichols, and Joe Vitale, author Rhonda Byrne and her team have created an
almost alchemically rich and compelling promise. They claim that “The Secret” was discovered by such historical luminaries as Plato, da Vinci, Galileo, Napoleon, Hugo, Beethoven, Newton, Edison, and Einstein/ that “The Secret” has existed in fragments in religions, philosophies, and oral traditions
for centuries . . . but only now has it all been put together. “The Secret is everything you have dreamed of . . . and is beyond your wildest dreams,” trumpet the marketing materials. Could it really be true, or is it just a new spin on the very old (and decidedly not secret) “the power of positive thinking”
wedded to “ask and you shall receive”? Alexandra Bruce goes behind the scenes to investigate the phenomenon, from its roots in Australia to the sales bonanza that has seen creator Rhonda Byrne become the most successful debut author in memory. Bruce takes a hard but fair look at the “teachers”
featured in The Secret and the “Law of Attraction” that is the central theme. To truly understand the significance of The Secret, perspective is needed. Beyond The Secret delivers that and much more.
Conversations with the Masters
Creating Reality through Conscious Thought
The Secret Admirer
The Definitive Unauthorized Guide to The Secret
10 Secrets of Love, Attraction and Fulfillment
The New Leadership Paradigm
Using Your Menstrual Cycle to Achieve Success and Fulfillment

Allan and Barbara Pease are the world's foremost experts in personal relationships. Their books, seminars and TV programmes have made them household names from Australia to the UK and from the USA to Japan. In their follow-up to
the multi-million selling WHY MEN DON'T LISTEN AND WOMEN CAN'T READ MAPS, Allan and Barbara use the same combination of startling observation of people's actions towards one another, humour and practical advice to teach the
reader more about what men and women want from relationships, and how to get it.
"Fitness, money, and wisdom--here are the tools. Over the last two years ... Tim Ferriss has collected the routines and tools of world-class performers around the globe. Now, the distilled notebook of tips and tricks that helped him double
his income, flexibility, happiness, and more is available as Tools of Titans"--Page 4 of cover.
First time available in ebook! The Secret Daily Teachings, the much-loved companion guide for living The Secret day by day, is now available in a new ebook format. Take the next step with The Secret Daily Teachings—the much-loved
companion guide for living The Secret day by day is now available in a new ebook format. The Secret contains clear principles on how to live your life in accordance with the natural laws of the Universe, but the important thing for every
person is to LIVE IT. Now, with The Secret Daily Teachings, Rhonda Byrne takes you through a year of teachings, sharing wisdom and insights for living in harmony with the laws that govern all human beings, so that you may become the
master of your life. Building upon The Secret’s powerful truths, your knowledge of the law of attraction is about to expand far beyond what you can imagine. More joy, more abundance, more magnificence—every single day of the year.
The Secretis an international phenomenon that has inspired millions of people to live extraordinary lives. The Secret to Teen Powermakes that material accessible and relevant for today's over programmed, stressed-out teens. It explains
how the law of attraction can help teens navigate their friendships, relationships, schoolwork, money, and even more global issues like politics and the environment. It all happens through the basic principles outlined in The Secret to Teen
Powerthat will bring happiness and fulfilment for all who embrace it.
Your Magnetic Heart
New Poems
made in america
Rozbal to naplno!
A 3rd Serving of Chicken Soup for the Soul
Health Intuition, Clairvoyance, and After-Life Communication
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every reader.
“A literate exploration of why we use—or mangle—our native tongue.”—USA Today Bill Bryson celebrates America’s magnificent offspring in the book that reveals once and for all how a dusty western hamlet with neither woods nor holly came to be known as Hollywood…and exactly why Mr. Yankee Doodle call his
befeathered cap “Macaroni.”
Accessible to anyone of any faith or background, The Passion Test takes readers on a journey to experience the transformation that occurs when they determine what really matters most to them. Through interactive sections, the book helps the reader to identify their top 5 passions, and provides guidance on how to align
their life with those passions. Combining powerful storytelling and profound wisdom from the world's leading experts in self-development, The Passion Testshows practical ways how the law of attraction can be used to bring a life of unlimited reward and unconditional love.
Stories may be the most powerful teaching tool available to us, especially when the lessons being taught are love, necessary losses, respect and values.
THE MAGIC
Bright-sided
The Secret
An Informal History of the English Language in the United States
Family Wisdom from the Monk Who Sold His Ferrari
Život ve vlastních rukou
The Tactics, Routines, and Habits of Billionaires, Icons, and World-class Performers

With sincere intent, it is possible to heal with spirit! The ancient Chinese called the spirit energy, "chi." In the nineteenth century, this force was termed the "astral light" by theosophists, "animal magnetism" by Dr. Franz Anton Mesmer, and now bioenergy. Native Americans,
psychics, and mediums have achieved remarkable healings with the intervention of spirit entities.This guide explains how psychic healers operate through hands-on healing, spirit guides, and clairvoyance. Learn about many remarkable healers, including Andrew Jackson Davis,
Edgar Cayce, James Rogers Newton, and today's intuitive healer Caroline Myss who works directly with physicians. Myss has been said to have ninety-three percent accuracy in diagnosis. Healing with Spirit is filled with exercises to guide the reader through various phases of
spirit communication--from health intuition to medical mediumship. Examine valuable information involving developing intuition and after-life communication.
If you want to get ahead, get a cycle. The menstrual cycle consists of Optimum Times - days of heightened performance skills and abilities. When we 'match the task to the time' we have the opportunity to excel beyond our expectations. We can achieve goals and success more
easily, get ahead in the workplace, and enhance our feelings of fulfilment. In The Optimized Woman, Miranda Gray presents a flexible plan of practical daily actions for self-development, goal achievement and work enhancement, aligned to the phases of the menstrual cycle.
This book will totally change how women think about their cycles. It will change how they live their lives, achieve their goals, plan their work and careers, and create happiness and well being. The reader will be amazed that this is the one self-development method that they can
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apply month after month without losing the commitment and motivation to achieve their dreams, and bring fulfilment and success.
In this concise yet information-packed book—which you can listen to on the included audio download or read at your leisure—bestselling author LOUISE HAY shows you that you "can do it"—that is, change and improve virtually every aspect of your life—by understanding and using
affirmations correctly. Louise explains that every thought you think and every word you speak is an affirmation. Even your self-talk, your internal dialogue, is a stream of affirmations. You’re affirming and creating your life experiences with every word and thought. Your beliefs
are merely habitual thinking patterns that you learned as a child, and many of them work very well for you. But other beliefs may be limiting your ability to create the very things you say you want. You need to pay attention to your thoughts so that you can begin to eliminate the
ones creating experiences that you don’t want. As Louise discusses topics such as health, forgiveness, prosperity, creativity, relationships, job success, and self-esteem, you’ll see that affirmations are solutions that will replace whatever problem you might have in a particular
area. By the end of this book, you’ll be able to say "I can do it" with confidence, knowing that you’re on your way to the wonderful, joy-filled life you deserve.
This in-depth masterclass from the author of the groundbreaking bestseller The Secret illustrates how to apply the law of attraction to three of life’s most important areas: relationships, health, and money. Discover how to achieve personal happiness, wellbeing, and success
with this collection of lessons, advice, and case studies from the bestselling author of the Secret series Rhonda Byrne. In the first part, she further explores the power of positive thoughts and how we can use the creative process to attract and maintain new and healthier
relationships. The second part offers in-depth lessons that will help you apply the law of attraction to your health and physical wellbeing, featuring inspiring anecdotes from those who have used The Secret to overcome health crises such as cancer, chronic pain, depression, and
more. Finally, learn how to improve your relationship with money by discovering the power you have to bring money into your life. From job hunting to adopting a wealth mindset, Byrne provides all that you need to achieve prosperity and professional success. With these
impactful and accessible processes, you will experience firsthand a powerful transformation across all aspects of your life—for the better.
The DNA Field and the Law of Resonance
The Effortless Path to Discovering Your Destiny
The Parables of Kryon
I Can Do It
Live in Your Garden
The Optimized Woman
An Absolutely Gripping Crime Thriller
New from Richard Barrett, The New Leadership Paradigm is more than a leadership text book (530 pages), it is a state-of-the-art learning system for 21st century leaders. The book is in six parts. Part 1 describes the fundamental principles and concepts that lie at the core of the New Leadership Paradigm learning system.
Parts 2, 3, 4 & 5 apply these principles to Leading Self, Leading a Team, Leading an Organisation, and Leading in Society. The final part includes three annexes: information about the New Leadership Paradigm leadership development learning system; an overview of the Cultural Transformation Tools and an overview
of the origins of the seven levels of consciousness model.
“Wisdom from one of the greatest spiritual masters of our time.”—James Martin, SJ, author of Jesus: A Pilgrimage The heart of Anthony de Mello's bestselling spiritual message is awareness. Mixing Christian spirituality, Buddhist parables, Hindu breathing exercises, and psychological insight, de Mello's words of hope
come together in Awareness in a grand synthesis. In short chapters for reading in quiet moments at home or at the office, he cajoles and challenges: We must leave this go-go-go world of illusion and become aware. And this only happens, he insists, by becoming alive to the needs and potential of others, whether at home
or in the workplace. Here, then, is a masterful book of the spirit, challenging us to wake up in every aspect of our lives.
An absorbing, insightful story from Robin Sharma, bestselling author and internationally-renowned life coach, which unfolds the secrets to living a loving, successful and fulfilled life.
Are you looking for inspiration for a new garden, or do you want to do something with the one you already have? Or is it that you just want to daydream and let yourself be carried away by beautiful garden scenes? This beautifully presented book brings a fresh and contemporary view of the garden as a welcoming place
where you can live well and spend delightful moments with your loved ones. The carefully selected photographs by top photographers have managed to capture not only design of the highest quality, but also the enchanting atmosphere and genius loci of many magical little corners of gardens. This book will guide you
from your initial thoughts and planning, through examples of design in various completed gardens to specific practical advice and tips. Your guide to the dream garden that will add a new dimension to your life is Ferdinand Leffler, a successful and well-known landscape architect, author of many award-winning designs
and completed projects in the Czech Republic and abroad. He is also the face of the TV programme Ferdinand’s Gardens and owner of the design studio Atelier Flera. Ferdinand Leffler has achieved success in both private and professional spheres of life. It’s enough to talk with him for a while to understand why. The
blend of his easy-going manner, rational approach and detached perspective is literally contagious. - Ond?ej Krej?í, D?m a zahrada (House and Garden)
How to Use Affirmations to Change Your Life
How the Relentless Promotion of Positive Thinking Has Undermined America
How to Discover and Master the Power Within You
A Masterclass
Hana
Healing with Spirit

Perhaps the most important section in Dan Millman's best-selling book, The Life You Were Born to Live was titled Laws that Change Lives. These laws, as described, were key to overcoming the specific hurdles on a given individual's life path. Different
laws played critical roles for different paths. But the author considers these laws so central to all our lives that they needed a book of their own, and a more universal treatment, since anyone could benefit from applying any of these laws. As he writes:
"Within the mystery of our existence, the universe operates according to spiritual laws as real as the law of gravity and as constant as the turning of the heavens. Aligning our lives to these laws can transform our relationships, careers, finances, and
health. Simply put, they make life work better." The Laws of Spirit, Dan Millman's "little book of big wisdom," offers a teaching tale in which he encounters an ageless woman sage while on a mountain hike. There, in the wilderness, she takes Dan and
his readers through experiences and tests in the natural world that demonstrate the power of spiritual laws of balance, choice, process, presence, compassion, faith, action, patience, , surrender, and unity. As the sage relates, "These laws belong to all
of us. They rest within our hearts and at the heart of every religion and spiritual tradition." As you make your own journey through the pages of this book, you will find universal solutions to the varied challenges of our lives, leading to perspective and
wisdom about the meaning and purpose of our lives here, and our connection with all of creation It begins with a single step: Open the first page of a book you will refer to again and again for inspiration and guidance on life’s journey, up the mountain
path.
'I tried to talk to you today but you snubbed me and walked away. It wasn't wise to give me the brush-off, Gemma. I can be a truly good friend but I also make the perfect enemy.' Sasha's eighteen-year-old daughter Gemma was all she had in the
world. Sasha fell pregnant with Gemma when she was still at school, and the two are as close as sisters. So when Gemma's burned and broken body is found, Sasha's world ends. What kind of person would want her beautiful daughter dead? Leading
the case is Detective Natalie Ward, scarred by her own recent tragedy. When she finds a note in Gemma's diary from 'a secret admirer', she moves quickly, determined to un-mask them. But interviews with Gemma's devastated ex-boyfriend, and her
charismatic teacher, who has been seen embracing his student far away from the classroom, don't give Natalie the answers she'd hoped for... And then the case takes a devastating, personal twist. CCTV footage reveals Natalie's estranged husband
David followed Gemma home every evening the week before she died. Natalie is forced to put personal feelings aside and follow procedure, even though she can't believe David could be guilty. But when Gemma's housemate is found murdered,
Natalie thinks the killer could still be at large. Is she right to trust her instincts about David and can she discover the truth before another precious life is taken? Grippingly fast and nail-bitingly tense, The Secret Admirer will have you flying through the
pages long into the night. Perfect for fans of Angela Marsons, Rachel Abbott and Karin Slaughter. Readers are totally gripped by The Secret Admirer 'This is a true nail biter. Had me constantly reading to find out what was going to happen. I was
hooked from the first page. It only took me a few hours to finish this. I couldn't put it down.' Goodreads Reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 'This is easily a 5 star read for me and I eagerly await the 7th in the series. Keep writing Carol. My reading addiction and love of
your books needs constant refuelling!' Goodreads Reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 'This was a fabulous, fast paced crime thriller, just as I would expect from this author. It's captivating and emotional with plenty of secrets, lies and mistrust mixed with heart-breaking
and tender moments. It will keep your eyes glued to the page for fear of missing the smallest detail and you will keep turning the pages until you find out who the killer is!... Fab, fab, fab!!' Stardust Book Reviews, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 'There are lots of twists and
turns and shocks you don't expect. You are really kept guessing the whole way through the book...This book left me the same way books 1-4 did, very satisfied having read an incredible crime novel and being engrossed with a fantastic detective
team.' Pink and Dizzy, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
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